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Design intention
We propose a new consideration of curved timbers as a building material. Large, curved and currently “unmarketable, ill formed” 
heavy timbers are re-conceived as design and structural framing elements. Beginning with the naturally growing resource and 
aided by advanced modern imaging equipment and structural analysis, the physical nature of the unique tree becomes part of 
the design and structure of midrise buildings.

Large curved trees, as a vital part of the new england building tradition, were sought after as the strongest material for building 
ship hulls. “oakers” rambled through forests with “patterns or moulds” searching for particular curved timbers. (1) the harvesting 
and use of these most valuable timbers was, as it had been in england, strictly regulated.(2) Curved timbers were reserved for 
ship building. the regional building traditions of today were developed in europe and brought to the “new world”. the residential 
building tradition made use of less valuable, straight timber for building construction and reduced trees to standardized and 
manageable units of commodity.(3) Modern metal ships brought an end to the use of curved wood. A once valuable and 
sustainable resource has become useless for anything other than pulp or firewood.

sophisticated modern software is capable of capturing three dimensional images of large curved trees simplifying their inclusion in 
modern non-orthogonal naturalistic designs. Forms are easily cataloged, a virtual kit of parts, and reconfigured to accommodate 
design intention. Recyclable metal cladding and transparent windows are often created with C.A.M. for curvilinear buildings and 
can be readily incorporated onto curved frame designs, making them a reality. Recycled dense  pack cellulose or polyurethane 
and polyisocyanurate foams are easily applied to curved interior surfaces as a high R-value, sound deadening insulation. We 
suggest traditional and healthier natural hydraulic lime on a mesh- evocative of traditional “wattle and daub” - as an easily 
installed curved interior finish. since the structure has been computer modeled, fashioning of finish trim with a conventional CnC 
router, perhaps from the curved scraps, is also easily accomplished. 

Consider how many of the resources expended in making one large and complex curved laminated timber can be eliminated. 
timber, with many processes, was formerly reduced to a smaller unit then reformed into a larger in a wasteful many stepped 
process. We suggest identification of the useful timber as it is harvested, solar drying at the loading area, milling and finish at 
the loading area based computer aided images, with the final trucking and assembly on-site. the suggested process combines 
local skilled labor with the most modern computer modeling technology and minimizes processing. Repurposed curved timbers 
as a part of midrise building is a compelling use for timber currently of limited commercial value.

our reexamination of timber as a resource suggests the designer is a facilitator of environmentally intelligent design. there is an 
opportunity for new creativity in the design process based not only on an assembly of  an infinite range of unique naturalisticallycurved 
structural units but on a consideration that growing trees - and buildings - are responsive to particular environmental conditions. 
 
1)  Live oaking  by Virginia steele Wood. northeastern University Press, 1981, p. 89.
2)  Pine trees and Politics: the naval stores and Forest Policy in Colonial new england 1691-1775  by Joseph J. Malone. University of Washington Press, 1964. Discusses masts and 
“naval stores”, regulations and rebellions. timber resources for ships were a vital part of the initial interest in the new world by europeans.”
3)  the CULtURe of BUiLDing by Howard Davis. oxford University Press, inc., 1999, p. 225. Part of a larger, fascinating discussion of design constraints formerly “imposed by craft”.

JoineRy 

FABRiCAtion AnD instALLAtion 
the installation will be interactive. it will include a full size partially constructed exterior wall portion of a midrise building built of large timbers, actual joints connecting to interior elements, and 
with bronze or copper exterior cladding and windows to view into the exhibition space from the sidewalk (A), the interior view outward is of the layers of insulation, mesh substrate with curved 
plaster finish and windows with trim (A). A streaming video of timber practices can be shown on screen (B). Visitors have an opportunity to assemble a virtual building as well as real one with 
a computer model and physical model and a canopy is constructed with joints (C). on the rear wall, photos and drawings of traditional shipbuilding and a discussion of historical and curved 
timber practices including a display of antique tools (D). Projected on the screen (e), a video of harvesting, use of a modern portable band saw cutting curved timbers and fabrication of the full 
size built portion including insulation and plaster. Curved tree seating for the video (F) is integrated into the installation. Conceptual and partial construction drawings of midrise buildings and a 
residential addition built with curved heavy timbers based on the proportions of an eighteenth century house are displayed on wall (g). the occupant will feel more connected to a naturalistic 
built environment. 
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CNC Fabrication: New Haven, 2014
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Digital Design and Fabrication: New Haven, 2014
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S y n t h e s i s  -  A n  U t o p i a n  S e t t l e m e n t

M u l t i p l i c a t i o n
Any subject could chose a path of regression. Large pharmaceuticals 
invest heavily in advertising their products and the boundaries of what 
is considered a treatable disease have expanded. This manner of medi-
cal advertising influences large sectors of the population. If major com-
panies could be convinced of the available profit in a new kind of treat-
ment architecture, they could generate marketing campaigns to sell a 
new form of settlement to a large target population.

Historically media and advertising sources have been used to generate 
a culture of fear. In the 1960's pharmaceutical companies started us-
ing advertising methods to promote a new pathology of depression and 
anxiety and popularize new treatments: Elavil by Merck, Nardil by Erfa, 
Deprol by Wallace. 

These new commercials advertising therapeutic architecture would car-
ry slogans such as 'a refuge for those who don't belong' or 'towards 
the creation of a superior breed'. 

U n  E s p a c e  d e  R e g r e s s i o n 

Merck

Worldwide locations scaled by 
number of employees :

Pfizer

As this form of settlement would grow, subjects would have to subscribe fully to this process of personal evolu-
tion, including a period of solitary confinement. Fear of the existing society and an operative desire for self-re-
juvenation would be instilled in the subject, allowing him to submit to the stage of reclusion. Amoral tactics would 
eventually produce a productive result: the chance to symbolise again with new symbols and form new cultures with 
novel communal organizations and means of communication. New familial structures and gender roles would be liber-
ated from existing social patterns and as the population grew the settlement would construct forums to serve as 
depositories for newly acquired knowledge.

"Declare the territories of the Third landscape a privileged site of biologi-
cal intelligence-aptitude for constant self-reinvention."
            - Gilles Clément, Manifesto of the Third Landscape


